
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Nettlebed Stingers Vs ACFNettlebed Stingers Vs ACFNettlebed Stingers Vs ACFNettlebed Stingers Vs ACF    

13131313////4/4/4/4/2012012012019999    

POM: Tracey Cox (ACF) 

POM: Claire  (Nettlebed Stingers) 

  

Stingers got off to a great start with some energetic court play adjusting to the short 

posts extremely quickly.  They soon pulled ahead in the first quarter.   

ACF made some changes in the second quarter but with some new players to the team 

they took a while to settle down.   

The height of the 2 Stingers defenders was too much for ACF and although they 

managed to put a few goals in Stingers stormed in front.  

 The final 2 quarters saw Stingers consolidate their lead and continue to find the net 

despite ACF moving a taller defender into the D.  ACF managed a few more goals but 

just didn't seem to adjust to the height of the posts.  Some good end to end play but 

only Stingers managed to put the goals in. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Nettlebed Stingers  53Nettlebed Stingers  53Nettlebed Stingers  53Nettlebed Stingers  53----    ACF 9ACF 9ACF 9ACF 9    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

ACF Vs BombprintACF Vs BombprintACF Vs BombprintACF Vs Bombprint    

2/3/2/3/2/3/2/3/2012012012019999    

POM: Carol Green (ACF) 

POM:  Jill Elliott (Bombprint) 

  

Both teams settled in to an even pace with some even end to end play, both teams 

getting used to the smaller posts. ACF just edged ahead at the end of the first quarter 

10-7. 

 

Bomprint had a change around and looked more determined with some excellent 

defending by Martina Smith in her first game back after her recent ceasarian. This 

brought them into the lead at half time by 2 goals.  

 

ACF made some minor mistakes in the third quarter enabling Bombprint to increase their 

lead but the match was still up for grabs with only 4 goals in it.  

 

Some excellent shooting from Jill Elliott saw Bombprint pull away in the final qtr to win 

43-31   

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: ACF 31 ACF 31 ACF 31 ACF 31 ––––    Bombprint 43Bombprint 43Bombprint 43Bombprint 43    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

ACF Vs LP WhirlwindACF Vs LP WhirlwindACF Vs LP WhirlwindACF Vs LP Whirlwind    

16161616////2/2/2/2/2012012012019999    

POM: Charlotte Maskell (ACF) 

POM:  Kelly Thomas (LP Whirlwind) 

  

After a bit of a break due to the weather conditions, Whirlwinds and ACF took to the 

court to continue the season. The first quarter started evenly with continuous and strong 

play throughout the court from both teams. ACF’s defence didn’t allow for any rebounds 

from Whirlwinds, which gave ACF ‘s shooters to capitalise on the turnovers provided. 

Whirlwinds managed to edge a lead at the end of the first quarter 12-8, but felt equal 

between the two teams. 

The second quarter started much the same, however Whirlwinds converted more of their 

shots. Interceptions from both teams occurred through the centre court with solid 

defending from all at the beginning of the centre passes. The second quarter continued 

strongly for Whirlwinds who carried on their lead to 25-17. 

Into the third quarter, ACF kept their team the same, however Whirlwinds mixed up the 

positions in centre court. This provided a change of play for Whirlwinds with more 

interceptions in the defence third, although the range and success of the shots from ACF 

were very impressive. The play was quick for Whirlwinds and they definitely got more 

comfortable within this quarter by scoring an additional 30 goals. The third quarter 

finished 45-21. 

The final quarter began and ACF worked their attacking play well with Whirlwinds finding 

it more difficult to intercept the balls. ACF successfully used short passes around the 

circle to gain space into the circle and converted some fantastic shots. Whirlwinds 

continued to attack with some speed converting it nicely into the attacking circle.   

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: ACF 29 ACF 29 ACF 29 ACF 29 ––––    LP Whirlwind 60LP Whirlwind 60LP Whirlwind 60LP Whirlwind 60    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Laurel Park Laurel Park Laurel Park Laurel Park WhirlwindsWhirlwindsWhirlwindsWhirlwinds    Vs Vs Vs Vs AFCAFCAFCAFC    

20202020////11110/20180/20180/20180/2018    

POM: Vicky Mclaughlin (AFC)  

POM: Lucy Halliday (Laurel Park Whirlwinds) 

  

LP started the game strong and took an early lead (11-5) with some fast play in the first 

quarter.  ACF seemed to settle down in the second quarter and although LP kept their 

lead ACF were almost goal for goal.  A weak 3rd quarter for both teams left the score at 

28-18 with everything to play for in the last quarter.  LP were stronger in the final quarter 

and youth probably on their side as ACF started to waiver with the final score LP 38 - 

ACF 22. 

 

Some great interceptions despite having no ankle support from Vicky Mclaughlin earned 

her player for ACF and some clean court play from LP WA, Lucy Halliday proved a worthy 

Player for LP 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Laurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park WhirlwindsLaurel Park Whirlwinds    38383838    ––––    AFCAFCAFCAFC    22222222    


